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Abstract - Most of faults occur in transmission line of power system. It is requirement of any protection to protect the transmission line as early as possible. Transmission line is normally design for transfer extra high voltage from one location to another location. Maximum portion of transmission line is always exposed in environmental condition. If faults in transmission line is continue then which may damage transmission line or power system stability. Relay is the one of the protecting device which detect the fault condition in transmission line and send trip signal to circuit breaker for isolate the transmission line. Normally relays in India are working on fundamental components of transmission line voltage and current. And relay required at least one cycle of fundamental frequency of transmission line parameter. This paper present, the transmission line protection system using threshold logic based and wavelet spectral analysis based system. The transmission line receiving ends current are measured and send to the wavelet multi-resolution analysis filtering bank. Based on spectral energy threshold logic of three phase current of transmission line. Trip signal generated for circuit breaker operation during abnormal condition of line. The complete protection scheme transmission line model is design in MATLAB 2015 simulink software. Result and testing of simulation model done in modeling. It is observed that system is protected very fast and efficiently during fault conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An adaptive filter is a computational device that attempts to model the relationship between two signals in real time in an iterative manner. An adaptive filter is defined by four aspects as the signals being processed by the filter, the structure that defines how the output signal of the filter is computed from its input signal, the parameters within this structure that can be iteratively changed to alter the filter's input output relationship. The adaptive algorithm that describes how the parameters are adjusted from one time instant to the next. The problem of combining fast fault clearance with selective tripping of plant is a key aim for the protection of power systems. To meet these requirements, high speed protection systems for transmission and primary distribution circuits that are suitable for use with the automatic reclosure of circuit breakers are under continuous development and are very widely applied. Distance protection, in its basic form, is a non-unit system of protection offering considerable economic and technical advantages.

In power systems, many kinds of faults and abnormal operating conditions may occur. The most common, and also the most harmful, are short circuits of different kinds. Short circuit current can damage equipment of power systems, reduce the voltage of relevant pans of the system, and even threaten the stability of the system. Faults are not only caused by lightning, wind, ice, earthquake, fire, explosions, falling trees, flying objects, physical contact by animals and other natural events, but are also caused by equipment failure, incorrect operation etc. Irrespective of the cause, faults must be isolated quickly and selectively. For this purpose, protective relays are installed at different parts of a power system.

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
2.1. Block diagram

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of distance protection of transmission line. In the working of proposed approach of the system, the generator 'G' generates electricity which coupled to the three phase step up transformer. After that, it will be supplied to the transmission line.
V-I measurement block measures the voltage and current signals of three phase transmission line. These signals get analyzed by using discrete wavelet transform so that we get information about time and frequency of the signal. These voltage and current signals applied to the discrete wavelet transform multi-resolution analysis filtering bank. Where the multi-resolution analysis will be held at the voltage and current signal, in which we select desired particular band of frequency. For different fault condition, we calibrate values for voltage and current signal. From this, we calculate set energy value and in different conditions, we take different voltage and current values and by this calculate their energy value. These energies at different conditions and our set energy will be compared. If the energy calculated is higher or lesser than that of set energy value then the fault generated and the DWT based relay will send the trip signal to the circuit breaker and the circuit will break.

2.2 Simulation model

Figure 2 shows the MATLAB simulation model of proposed wavelet entropy spectral analysis based distance protection scheme for transmission line. Distributed PI model of transmission line utilized for designing of model. Transmission line receiving end three phase current are measured and send to the wavelet multi-resolution analysis subsystem model.

Table 1: MATLABSimulation Parameter Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. no.</th>
<th>Name of Block</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Three phase source</td>
<td>Phase to phase rms voltage (V) (v = 153e3), Phase angle of phase A(degrees) = 0, Frequency(Hz) = 50Hz, Three phase short-circuit level at base voltage (VA_{PVa} = 100e6),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Three phase transformer 1(two winding)</td>
<td>Nominal power in VA = 50e6, Nominal frequency in hertz = 50, Phase to phase nominal voltage in volts RMS for winding 1 = 34.5e3, resistance in per unit for winding 1 = 0.002, leakage inductance in per unit for winding 1 = 0.08, Phase to phase nominal voltage in volts RMS for winding 2 = 10e3, resistance in per unit for winding 2 = 0.002, leakage inductance in per unit for winding 2 = 0.08, Magnetization resistance (Rm(Pu) = 500), Magnetization inductance (Lm(Pu) = 500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Three phase breaker</td>
<td>Breaker resistance (R0n(ohms) = 0.001), Snubber resistance (Rp(ohms) = 1e6), Snubber capacitance (Cp (farad) = \infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Three phase PI section line</td>
<td>Frequency used for rlc specification(Hz) = 50, Positive and zero sequence resistance (r1 = 0.01273 \text{ohms/km}), Positive and zero sequence resistance (r0 = 0.3864 \text{ohms/km}), Positive and zero sequence inductance (L1 = 0.9337e-3 \text{H/km}), Positive and zero sequence inductance (L0 = 4.1264e-3 \text{H/km}), Positive sequence capacitance (C1 = 12.74e-9 \text{F/km}), Zero sequence capacitance (C0 = 7.751e-9 \text{F/km}), Line length(Km) = 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Three phase series RLC load</td>
<td>Nominal ph-to-ph voltage (Vn(Vrms) = 440), Nominal frequency (Fn(Hz) = 50), Active power (P(W) = 10e6), Inductive reactive power (QL \text{ (positive Var)} = 0), Capacitive reactive power (Qc \text{ (negative Var)} = 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Three phase</td>
<td>Nominal power in VA = 50e6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Wavelet Transform Subsystem

Three phase current at receiving end of transmission line is sent to the wavelet multi-resolution analysis subsystem model. In which first input three phase current is converted into scalar signal to frame output of 64 channels. Then after using dyadic analytic filter bank as multi-resolution filtering bank analyzed the frame input signal. The Haar mother wavelet with 4 level of multi-resolution analysis utilized for analyzed the three phase current frame input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.no.</th>
<th>Name of Block</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>Output buffer size(per channel=64), Buffer overlap=0, Initial condition=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dyadic analysis filter bank</td>
<td>Filter= Haar, No of levels=4, Tree structure= Asymmetric, Output= multiple port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unbuffer</td>
<td>Initial condition=0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Threshold logic subsystem

Figure 4 shows the threshold logic subsystem in which spectral energy of approximation signal of each three phase current signal which calibrated in MRA analysis wavelet subsystem model. During normal condition it is calibrated from simulink model, 830 is normal spectral energy value of each three phase approximation spectral energy. Hence each phase approximation energy is compared with 830 using relational operation less than or equal to sign. During fault condition the spectral energy is always greater than 830 spectral energy values. That’s why 830 is the spectral energy threshold value for generation of logic 1. If any phase current approximation spectral energy is greater than 830 values then output O1 to O3 will be 1 depends on which phase higher.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Normal Condition

Figure 6 shows the three phase receiving end voltage and current waveform in which X axis shows the simulation time in seconds while upper Y axis shows the voltage in KV and lower Y axis shows the current in Amp. It observed that during normal condition, when line supplied at 0.1 Sec simulation time the three phase voltage and current waveform are rated without any fluctuations.

Figure 7 shows the Spectral energy calibration window of receiving end phase current A using multi-resolution analysis at normal condition in which it is observed that spectral energy of phase A current approximation signal is below 830 i.e approximately 755. While figure 7 shows the spectral energy calibration locus in which X axis represent time in seconds while Y axis divided into five axis scale in which first scale show the approximation 4 signal spectral energy, second axis shows the detail D1 spectral energy, third axis shows the detail D2 spectral energy, fourth axis shows the D3 spectral energy and fifth axis shows the D4 spectral energy locus with respect to time axis. These axis parameters are same for figure 10, 13 and 16.
Figure 8 shows the window for logic generated after threshold logic subsystem as well as lower axis shows the trip signal for circuit breaker. It is observed that there are no any trip signals or logic generated during normal condition. Hence no any circuit breaker operation occurs during normal condition.

**Fig-8**: Relay generated trip signal at normal condition without fault

### 3.2 Single line to ground fault

Figure 9 shows the three phase receiving end voltage and current waveform in which X axis shows the simulation time in seconds while upper Y axis shows the voltage in KV and lower Y axis shows the current in Amp. It observed that during line to ground fault condition, when line supplied at 0.1 Sec simulation time the three phase voltage and current waveform are rated without any fluctuations but after 0.3 second three current increases and voltage decreases from rated values. At 0.3 second line to ground fault takes place in phase A to ground of transmission line using three phase fault simulink block.

**Fig-9**: Three-phase reciving end voltage and current signal at single phase to ground fault

Figure 10 shows Signal spectral energy calibration window of reciving end phase current B using multi-resolution analysis at line to ground fault. It is observed that at 0.3 sec when fault occurs at phase A then spectral energy of approximation of phase A is more than 830 threshold value.

**Fig-10**: Signal energy calibration window of reciving end phase current B using multi-resolution analysis at line to ground fault

Figure 11 shows that Relay generating trip signal at single phase to ground fault condition in which upper window shows the threshold logic generated at 0.3 sec while a trip square wave signal generated at 0.3 second for trip the circuit breaker.

**Fig-11**: Relay generating trip signal at single phase to ground fault condition

From figure 11 it is clear that at 0.3 sec the circuit breaker is open the transmission line for isolation of line to ground fault condition and protect the line from short circuit current in phase A.
3.3 Double phase to ground fault

Figure 12 shows the three phase receiving end voltage and current waveform in which X axis shows the simulation time in seconds while upper Y axis shows the voltage in KV and lower Y axis shows the current in Amp. It observed that during double line to ground fault condition, when line supplied at 0.1 Sec simulation time the three phase voltage and current waveform are rated without any fluctuations but after 0.3 second three phase current increases and voltage decreases for faulted phases of line from rated values. At 0.3 second double line to ground fault takes place in phase b and c to ground of transmission line using three phase fault simulink block.

3.4 Three phase symmetrical fault

Figure 15 shows the three phase receiving end voltage and current waveform in which X axis shows the simulation time in seconds while upper Y axis shows the voltage in KV and lower Y axis shows the current in Amp. It observed that during double line to ground fault condition, when line supplied at 0.1 Sec simulation time the three phase voltage and current waveform are rated without any fluctuations but after 0.3 second three phase current increases and voltage decreases for all three phases of line from rated values. At 0.3 second three phases to ground fault takes place in all three phases to ground of transmission line using three phase fault simulink block.
0.3 sec when fault occurs at three phase to ground then spectral energy of approximation of all three phases are more than 830 threshold value.

From figure 17 it is clear that at 0.3 sec the circuit breaker is open the transmission line for isolation of three phase to ground fault condition and protect the line from three phase short circuit current in all three phases of transmission line.
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**Fig-16**: Signal energy calibration window of reciving end phase current B using multiresolution analysis at three phase fault
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**Fig-17**: Relay generating trip signal at three phase to ground fault condition

4. CONCLUSION

This paper present transmission line protection using distance relay based on wavelet analysis spectral energy of current signal of three phase transmission line. The transmission line receiving ends current are measured and send to the wavelet multi-resolution analysis filtering bank. Based on spectral energy threshold logic of three phase current of transmission line. Trip signal generated for circuit breaker operation during abnormal condition of line.

From result it is clear that, transmission line is protected from different faults like line to ground, double line to ground, double line fault and three phase symmetrical faults in short duration of time. These protection schemes are very fast and take only 3 micro second time for detection of fault condition. The fast operation is possible due to signal analysis using wavelet multi-resolution analysis and comparative threshold spectral energy system.
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